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Keeping your concrete countertops and table clean will greatly extend their beauty and lifespan.
Basic maintenance steps for counter tops includes:
1. Clean up spills as soon as possible.
2. Complete routine cleaning daily, or whenever it is needed. Most of the time, warm, soapy water with a clean cloth will
keep your counters looking great. Don’t use abrasive pads; rather, a normal sponge or cloth works well.
3.

When a heavier cleaning is needed, use a cleaner that is pH neutral. Products with bleach or ammonia should be
avoided.

4.

Depending on the sealer used, periodically waxing the counter tops with beeswax can add a level of protection.

5.

Concrete is a durable product, however, it can be damaged. Try to avoid dropping heavy objects on your counter tops
or tables as this can cause cracking.

6.

Also avoid cutting directly on the concrete. It generally won’t damage the concrete, but it will cut the sealer which can
affect the sealer’s ability to keep out water and stains. Always use a cutting board—it is better for the knives, too.

7.

Concrete is very heat resistant, but like the issue of cutting on concrete counter tops, putting hot pans can damage
and/or discolor the sealer. Most counter tops require hot pads and trivets for hot pans. We recommend using them with
your concrete counter tops.

Product suggestions:


Rock Doctor cleaners and polish



Dr. Bronner’s natural soap



Simple Green

ACKNOWLEDGMENT
I HAVE BEEN PROVIDED WITH THIS PROPER CARE & MAINTENACE INFORMATION. I understand that my failure to abide by the
recommendations & guidelines set forth will void any & all written or implied warranties of ACS Decorative Concrete & More or the
manufacturer as pertaining to all materials incorporated as a part of my decorative concrete surface.
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Making Your House Your Dream Home……

